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Objectives

Collaboration

Archive Growth

The objective of this project was to establish a
collaboration model supporting the collection of
institutional history to create a permanent and
enduring legacy for the future.

HS/HSL strives to meet the information needs of the
UMB community by providing expertise, resources, and
services to support the University’s values and missions.
The introduction of the Archive to the campus
community through School committee meetings and
publications did not result in any significant increase in
content beyond library-curated content.

Archive growth was supported through the
expansion of traditionally archived material
to include scholarly publications by faculty
and students, dissertations, email
newsletters, and other historically
important digital communication. Further
discussions established web-based and
email collection methods as a primary
source of new materials. Collaboration has
extended to include reciprocal work on the
School 175th anniversary and experimental
techniques to store web-based academic
catalogs.

Methods
Maintaining a robust historical archive has become
more challenging as artifacts shift from a physical to
digital form. Physical documents that could be
physically packaged and sent to archivists have
become ephemeral in today's digital environment. To
prevent losing history, the University of Maryland,
Baltimore's Health Sciences and Human Services
Library (HS/HSL) partnered with the School Offices
of Academic Affairs (OAA) and Communication and
Marketing (OCM) to 1) identify digital sources of
historical importance for the UMB Digital Archive, 2)
establish a permanent repository for scholarly output,
and 3) develop a seamless collection process.

Archive Background
The UMB Digital Archive is a service of the Health
Sciences and Human Services Library (HS/HSL) that
collects, preserves, and distributes the academic works
of the University of Maryland, Baltimore. It is a place
that digitally captures the historical record of the
campus.
The Archive contains many types of content, including
grey literature (materials that cannot be found easily
through conventional systems of publication),
dissertations and theses, annual reports, historical
images, oral histories and more.

Promoting the benefits of the Archive and its perpetually
maintained content is difficult when faculty, staff, and
students have easy access to resources on cloud-based
network storage and professional web sites. The value of
the archive to avoid potential data loss over a career
lifetime is difficult to communicate to users that
associate archives with historic content.

CULTIVATING CHAMPIONS

The School of Pharmacy has a long history of
collaboration with the HS/HSL maintaining historic
pharmacy book collections, the appointment of a
pharmacy librarian to coordinate library-related
educational content and services for the School’s
academic and research programs, management of
licensing for pharmacy-related databases, and special
projects. The UMSOP Archive partnerships are an
extension of these collaborative efforts.

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Following the School’s re-accreditation, the Office of
Academic Affairs partnered with Archive staff to
expand the scope of academic materials in the archive
to include accreditation related reports and
documents. While the School maintains documents
within OAA specifically for accreditation purposes, the
use of the Archive provides access to documents that
will withstand changes in administrative staff and
storage solutions within the School. As OAA began
coordinating presentation efforts at the AACP annual
meetings, hosting faculty and student poster
presentations was of strategic interest to promote
pharmacy education research within the academy.

COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING

While the lasting legacy of the School is important, it is
difficult to find time to actively curate archival content
that will represent the current legacy of the School, its
programs, faculty, students, and future alumni. Where
the archive’s web-based submission model may be
appropriate for faculty works, this workflow created a
burden for marketing staff. By partnering with archive
staff, the School was able to arrange methods for email
based submission to the archive and a schedule of
archive posting for web-based material that changes
annually.
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Items in the School of Pharmacy
Archive Collection

Collection Types
Academic Catalogs (10%):

Dating to
1874 this collection contains the academic catalogs
for the School’s programs

Events (1%): Endowed lectures, graduation

convocation programs, event invitations, and other
event-related material

Faculty Works (20%): Presentations,

posters, and publications not typically published
online and pre-press versions of publications not
covered by publisher copyright or embargo by
School faculty

Envisioning the Future

History (4%): With content dating to 1891 and

the Maryland College of Pharmacy’s 50th
anniversary, historic content ranges from portraits
of significant figures, and other historic
documents.

When preparing to celebrate
the School’s 175th
anniversary, the UMB Digital
Archive was an excellent
resource for research and
content needed to chronicle
the School’s history. With no
comprehensive written
history on the School
available, a researcher/writer
made extensive use of the
historical content housed
within the Archive,
discovering photographs,
artifacts, essays, yearbooks,
programs, lists of awards, and
more that have now been
incorporated into the book.
Without the Archive, the
creation of the book would
not have been possible. As
we emerge from our 175th
anniversary year and the task
of curating a comprehensive
history of the School, we are
actively considering what
content should be included in
the Archive to showcase the
legacy of the School for the
next 175 years.

Percentage of Content
by Collection Type

SUPPORTING CONTENT RESTRICTIONS

Maryland Poison Center (5%): This collection contains community education material,

While providing a flexible workflow for content submission has made it
easier to submit content to the archive, embargoes and intellectual
property restrictions will perpetually limit publication of some faculty
and trainee works. Promoting the archive’s ability to embargo content
locally supports author restrictions increasing the potential source of
archive content.

Newsletters and Magazines (5%): Official School publications: Capsule and Maryland

EXPANDING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

data snapshots, and Poison Center annual reports.

Mentor

Reports and Strategic Plans (3%): Annual reports, strategic plan, accreditation-related
materials (e.g. program disclosures, program credit allocations, etc), and any other publications on
the School’s operation

Theses and Dissertations (36%): Dating to 1991, thesis and dissertations from the School’s
graduate students

Yearbooks (16%): Dating to 1905 archived editions of the Terra Mariae yearbook

Expanding partnerships with departments and centers within the
School provides the best avenue for archive expansion to capture the
rich history of the School while providing centers and departments with
a permanent repository of important activities and publications.

IMPROVING ANALYTICS

To improve the usability of the archive contents, collections of contents
are are stored in a single archive entry for annual major events (e.g.
graduation convocation) or a yearly entry for all monthly newsletters.
Developing a partnership between HS/HSL and School technical staff
will help define an analytics approach that will help determine archive
growth and health over time.

